
HOW TO EAT 4=9 OF A PIZZAKOLJA KNAUER, PIOTR MICEK, AND TORSTEN UECKERDTAbstrat. Two players want to eat a slied pizza by alternately piking itspiees. The piees may be of various sizes. After the �rst piee is eaten everysubsequently piked piee must be adjaent to some previously eaten. Weprovide a strategy for the starting player to eat 49 of the total size of the pizza.This is best possible and settles a onjeture of Peter Winkler.1. The ProblemAlie and Bob share a pizza. The pizza is slied by uts from the middle to therust. There may be any number of piees whih may be of various sizes. To eatthe pizza Alie and Bob have to stik to the following politeness protool:(i) They pik piees in an alternating fashion;(ii) Alie starts by eating any piee of the pizza;(iii) Afterwards only piees adjaent to already-eaten piees may be piked.This means that on eah turn (exept the �rst and the last) a player has twoavailable piees from whih to pik.
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Figure 1. An example showing the �rst steps in the pizza game.This paper deals with the following question: How should Alie pik her pieesto eat a big portion of the pizza? We develop a strategy for her that guaranteesher at least 49 of the whole pizza. The strategy works for every possible utting1



2 KOLJA KNAUER, PIOTR MICEK, AND TORSTEN UECKERDTof the pizza and for every possible behavior of Bob. The ratio 49 is best possible;examples where Alie annot eat more of the pizza were previously known [4℄.A peuliarity of our pizzas is that they are allowed to have piees of zero size.If one prefers, suh piees an be thought of as having very small "-size, thoughthe importane of suh piees is to the struture, not to the size, of the pizza.1Generally, for a set S of piees we refer to the sum of sizes of its elements as its sizekSk. If we onsider the number of piees in suh a set, we make that lear. We areonly interested in the portion of the pizza that Alie an eat and hene we assumew.l.o.g. that the size of the whole pizza is 1.A simple and nie argument yields the following.Proposition 1.1. Alie an eat at least 12 of a pizza with an even number of piees.Proof. Color the piees alternately green and red. This is possible as the numberof piees is even. Either the green or the red piees arry at least 12 , say the redpart. To eat all the red piees, Alie starts with any red piee and then she alwayspiks the piee whih was just revealed by Bob. In this way Alie leaves only greenpiees for Bob. �At �rst glane the ase of pizzas with an odd number of piees looks better forAlie. She eats one piee more than Bob. Curiously, things an get worse for her(see Proposition 1.3). The rest of the paper will deal exlusively with pizzas withan odd number of piees. In Proposition 1.2 we show that the argument applied forpizzas with an even number of piees an be adapted to guarantee 13 of the pizzafor Alie in the odd ase. To this end we introdue some notation.By an interval of a pizza we mean a set of onseutive piees. Odd and evenintervals are those with an odd and an even number of piees, respetively. Anyinterval is bounded by two uts. Sine the pizza has an odd number of piees any twouts C1 and C2 enlose one odd and one even interval whih we denote by [C1; C2℄oddand [C1; C2℄even, respetively. We onsider every interval with a anonial oloringof its piees as follows. The piees of [C1; C2℄odd and [C1; C2℄even are alternatelyolored red and green starting with a red piee adjaent to C1. Note that for aneven interval the order of its bordering uts is ruial as the red piees of [C;C 0℄evenare the green piees of [C 0; C℄even and vie versa. Two intervals and their anonialolorings are illustrated2 in Figure 2. We denote the set of red and green pieesof odd and even intervals by R([C1; C2℄odd) and G([C1; C2℄odd), and R([C1; C2℄even)and G([C1; C2℄even), respetively.Now sine the pizza has an odd number of piees it an be seen as an oddinterval on its own. Indeed, there are several odd intervals representing the wholepizza and every suh is of the form [C;C℄odd, where C is just a single ut. The keyinsight is that Alie an fore the game to end up with Alie's and Bob's pieesbeing R([C;C℄odd) and G([C;C℄odd), respetively, for some ut C. She an do soby behaving like in the previous proof: after the �rst piee Alie always piks thepiee whih was just revealed by Bob. Suh a strategy for Alie is alled follow-Bob,shortly fB.Proposition 1.2. Alie an eat at least 13 of a pizza with an odd number of piees.Proof. Choose a ut C suh that kR([C;C℄odd)k is minimal. By playing any fB-strategy Alie eats at least kR([C;C℄odd)k, so assume kR([C;C℄odd)k < 13 and henekG([C;C℄odd)k > 23 . Let p be a green piee suh that the size of the green pieesfrom p (inluded) to the ut C in either diretion is at least 12kG([C;C℄odd)k. Now1We disuss this issue in more detail in the �nal remarks at the end of the paper.2For a better aessibility of our �gures all piees are drawn equally sized. When needed, werefer to the size of a piee by putting a non-negative number into it.
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[C3; C4℄evenFigure 2. Three intervals and their anonial olorings.let Alie start with p and play fB. This way Alie eats all green piees from p to Cin at least one diretion and so she eats at least 12 � 23 of the pizza. �Proposition 1.2 shows that there always exists an fB-strategy that enables Alieto eat at least 13 of the pizza. This is the best Alie an ensure by playing fB. Tosee this onsider the pizza depited in Figure 3 that allows Bob to always eat 23of the pizza if Alie plays fB. On the other hand it is easy to see that Alie anprevent Bob from eating more than 13 of this partiular pizza, but to this end Aliehas to ome up with a di�erent strategy from simply following Bob.
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Figure 3. A pizza in whih Alie eats only 13 playing fB. Thenumbers stand for piee sizes.Unfortunately there are also pizzas in whih, if Bob is very smart, Alie annoteat half of the total size. The example presented in Figure 4 is due to Peter Winkler.In fat, there is even a f0; 1g-pizza (with piees of sizes 0 and 1) with 21 piees ofwhih Alie eats at most 49 against a lever Bob. The upoming methods in thispaper an be used to show the minimality of these examples in terms of number ofpiees. Finally note that, in general, Alie an �nd an optimal strategy for a �xedpizza by a dynami programming approah in quadrati time.Proposition 1.3. There are pizzas of whih Bob an eat 59 .Proof. Consider the pizza from Figure 4. The size of the pizza is 9, so we providea strategy for Bob to eat piees whose sizes sum up to at least 5.If Alie starts with a 0-piee, then the remaining part has an even number ofpiees and still has size 9. So Bob an two-olor the piees and eat the olor with
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Figure 4. A pizza of whih every strategy ensures at most 49 for Alie.larger size as Alie did in Proposition 1.1. In this way Bob's outome is at leastd 92e = 5.In order to deal with a di�erent behavior of Alie, onsider the partition of thepizza into the three odd intervals indiated by the three thik uts in Figure 4. IfAlie starts with a non-zero piee, Bob piks the available piee adjaent to a thikut. Afterwards Bob always piks the piee just revealed by Alie (so he followsAlie) unless this would mean eating from a still untouhed interval. If both pieesavailable to Bob are from untouhed intervals, he piks the piee from the intervalof smaller size. One an verify (several elementary ases) that Bob always eats atleast 5 with this strategy. �At \Building Bridges: a onferene on mathematis and omputer siene inhonour of Lai Lov�asz", in Budapest, August 5-9 2008, Peter Winkler onjeturedthat Alie an eat at least 49 of any pizza. He also noted that 13 from below is easyand 49 is best possible. We verify the onjeture to be true. Independently, thesame result is given by Josef Cibulka, Jan Kyn�l, Viola M�esz�aros, Rudolf Stola�rand Pavel Valtr [1℄.We already pointed out that in order to eat more than 13 of the pizza Aliehas to �nd strategies di�erent from fB. Nevertheless the best fB-strategy an bereally valuable to Alie. Our arguments for strategies better than 13 onsider severalstrategies, at least one of whih turns out to be good depending on the pizza. Aertain fB-strategy will always be a andidate.Based on a strong onnetion between fB-strategies and odd intervals, Setion 2fouses on how the struture of the pizza an be analyzed relative to its odd inter-vals. We will show that either a pizza is easy for Alie or we an partition it intothree niely strutured odd intervals that form the foundation of all our strategies.In Setion 3 we slightly modify the fB-strategies based on the above-mentionedintervals. We will prove that the best of fB-strategies and modi�ed-fB-strategiesyields at least 37 of the pizza for Alie. Finally, in Setion 4 we re�ne the ideaunderlying the modi�ed-fB-strategies. This results in a new set of strategies andthe outome of 49 of the pizza for Alie.2. Partitioning the pizzaRemember that for any ut C we may onsider the pizza as the odd interval [C;C℄oddwith its anonial oloring into red and green piees (see the right of Figure 2). IfAlie plays fB the resulting distribution is R([C;C℄odd); G([C;C℄odd) for some utC, no matter what Bob does, where Alie and Bob eat red and green, respetively.



HOW TO EAT 4=9 OF A PIZZA 5Let us slightly generalize this. Consider an intermediate point in the game inwhih it is Bob's turn, i.e., the piees of an odd interval [C1; C2℄odd are alreadyeaten. We say that Alie follows Bob after [C1; C2℄odd is eaten, if in every furtherturn she piks the piee that was just revealed by Bob. As a onsequene the set ofremaining piees, namely [C1; C2℄even, will be distributed among Alie and Bob inthe following fashion (see Figure 5 for an example). There will be a ut C splitting[C1; C2℄even into two even intervals, whereas Alie gets R([C;C1℄even)[R([C;C2℄even)and Bob gets G([C;C1℄even) [G([C;C2℄even). With this terminology an fB-strategywith starting piee p means that Alie follows Bob after fpg = [C1; C2℄odd is eaten.
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Figure 5. Alie follows Bob after [C1; C2℄odd is eaten. This resultsin a ut C spliting [C1; C2℄even into two even intervals. Alie getsthe red piees R([C;C1℄even)[R([C;C2℄even) and Bob gets the greenpiees G([C;C1℄even) [G([C;C2℄even).Now, for ending up with the ut C there are many possible behaviors of Bobbut all of them yield the same distribution of Alie's and Bob's piees. We are notinterested in the exat ourse of an fB-strategy, but in the outome in terms of theresulting anonial olorings.Observation 2.1. When Alie follows Bob after [C1; C2℄odd is eaten, then Bob'sbehaviour an be redued to the hoie of a ut C splitting [C1; C2℄even into twoeven intervals: [C;C1℄even and [C;C2℄even. Then of the remaining piees Alie getsR([C;C1℄even) [ R([C;C2℄even) and Bob gets G([C;C1℄even) [G([C;C2℄even).For any given odd interval [C1; C2℄odd of already eaten piees there are uts C,whih minimize kR([C;C1℄even) [ R([C;C2℄even)k, namely Alie's outome, amongall uts C with [C;C1℄even � [C1; C2℄even. We all suh a ut a (Bob's) best answerto [C1; C2℄odd. A given odd interval may have several best answers and a single utmay be a best answer to several intervals. Most importantly, best answers an beharaterized using the following de�nition.De�nition. An even interval [C1; C2℄even has the heavy greens property if for every[C1; C℄even � [C1; C2℄even we havekG([C1; C℄even)k > kR([C1; C℄even)k:An odd interval [C1; C2℄odd has the heavy greens property if additionally for every[C2; C℄even � [C1; C2℄odd we havekG([C2; C℄even)k > kR([C2; C℄even)k:Note that in ase of an even interval the heavy greens property, just as theanonial oloring, depends on the order of the bordering uts. I.e., [C1; C2℄evenhaving the heavy greens property is not the same as [C2; C1℄even having it.



6 KOLJA KNAUER, PIOTR MICEK, AND TORSTEN UECKERDTLemma 2.2. A ut C with [C;C1℄even � [C1; C2℄even is a best answer to [C1; C2℄oddif and only if [C;C1℄even and [C;C2℄even have the heavy greens property.
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Figure 6. Two uts C and ~C whih are possible best answers to[C1; C2℄odd. The set R([C;C1℄even) [ R([C;C2℄even) is the union ofred and dark grey piees, the set R([ ~C;C1℄even) [ R([ ~C;C2℄even) isthe union of red and light grey piees.Proof. By de�nition a ut C is a best answer to [C1; C2℄odd if and only if it minimizeskR([C;C1℄even) [ R([C;C2℄even)k among all uts C with [C;C1℄even � [C1; C2℄even.That is for every other ut ~C with [C; ~C ℄even � [C1; C2℄even we have(1) kR([C;C1℄even) [R([C;C2℄even)k > kR([ ~C;C1℄even) [ R([ ~C;C2℄even)k:As illustrated in Figure 6 the symmetri di�erene of Alie's piees w.r.t. C and~C is preisely the set [C; ~C ℄even. In partiular G([C; ~C ℄even) � R([C;C1℄even) [R([C;C2℄even) and R([C; ~C ℄even) � R([ ~C;C1℄even)[R([ ~C;C2℄even). Thus (1) is equiv-alent to kG([C; ~C ℄even)k > kR([C; ~C℄even)k;whih is the heavy greens property. �If the game omes to a point at whih preisely [C1; C2℄odd is eaten and C is a bestanswer to [C1; C2℄odd, then Alie an follow Bob from then on and thus guaranteeherself at least kR([C;C1℄even)[R([C;C2℄even)k within the remaining piees. In thespeial ase of [C1; C2℄odd being just a single piee p we will refer to this strategyas an fB-strategy assoiated with the ut C.De�nition. We all a pizza easy if there is an fB-strategy yielding at least 12 ofthe pizza for Alie. Otherwise we all the pizza hard.Atually, we have already noted that there are pizzas with no fB-strategy yieldingmore than 13 (see Figure 3). The rest of this setion is dediated to prove thefollowing theorem.Theorem 2.3. A hard pizza an be partitioned into three odd intervals eah havingthe heavy greens property.We will need another lemma and two de�nitions. At �rst, all two distint utsneighboring if they enlose a single piee of the pizza.Lemma 2.4. If two neighboring uts are best answers to a single piee eah, thenthe pizza is easy.



HOW TO EAT 4=9 OF A PIZZA 7Proof. Let p be the piee between two neighboring best answers C and C 0. AsR([C 0; C 0℄odd) = G([C;C℄odd) [ fpg (see Figure 7), we get that R([C;C℄odd) [R([C 0; C 0℄odd) is the whole pizza. This implies that the size of one of the two {say kR([C;C℄odd)k { is at least 12 . But sine C is a best answer, Alie playing anfB-strategy assoiated to C eats at least kR([C;C℄odd)k. �
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Figure 7. A pizza with neighboring best answers C and C 0. Theset R([C;C℄odd) onsists of p and all light grey piees, the setR([C 0; C 0℄odd) onsists of p and all dark grey piees.Consider the set Cworst of those uts C whih minimize kR([C;C℄odd)k among alluts. Clearly, a ut C 2 Cworst is a best answers to every piee p 2 R([C;C℄odd).Sine it is needed in Setion 4 we prove a stronger statement than Theorem 2.3,namely that the uts de�ning the tripartition an be hosen to be best answers tosingle piees, one of them being a ut in Cworst of our hoie.Theorem 2.5. For every hard pizza and every C1 2 Cworst there are two further bestanswers C2 and C3, suh that [C1; C2℄odd, [C1; C3℄odd, and [C2; C3℄odd are disjointand eah has the heavy greens property.Proof. In ontrast to Cworst, de�ne Cbest to be the set of all uts C whih maximizekR([C;C℄odd)k among all best answers to a single piee. Furthermore let A(C)denote the set of single piees to whih a given ut C is a best answer. GivenC1 2 Cworst, the two further best answers are hosen as follows:� Choose C2 2 Cbest to maximize jA(C2)nA(C1)j over all uts in Cbest.� Choose C3 to be any best answer to that piee p̂ 2 G([C1; C2℄odd) that is losestto C2.An example of the situation is depited in Figure 8. We will show that the setfC1; C2; C3g satis�es the onditions of the theorem.At �rst, the anonial olorings of [C1; C1℄odd and [C2; C2℄odd agree on [C1; C2℄oddand are reversed on [C2; C1℄even. Hene, if C2 is a best answer to a piee p 2[C1; C2℄odd, then so is C1. In others words(2) A(C2)nA(C1) � R([C2; C1℄even):Denote by ~p the last piee of A(C2)nA(C1) when going from C2 to C1 through[C2; C1℄even. The piees p̂ and ~p together with the ut C2 divide the pizza intothree intervals { one onsisting only of a single piee. This situation is depited inFigure 8.Claim. C3 lies in the interval between C2 and ~p not ontaining p̂.
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[C2; C1℄evenFigure 8. The uts C1 and C2, the piees p̂ and ~p, and the in-tervals [C1; C2℄odd and [C2; C1℄even with their anonial olorings.The set A(C2)nA(C1) is highlighted.
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Figure 9. Examples for the theoretially possible positions ofC3 together with the anonial oloring of [C3; C3℄odd. The setA(C2)nA(C1) is highlighted.Proof of Claim. Suppose C3 lies in the interval between p̂ and C2 not ontaining ~p(left-hand ase in Figure 9). Then C3 and C2 are neighboring, sine this intervalonsists of a single piee. Thus the pizza is easy by Lemma 2.4 { a ontradition.Suppose C3 lies in the interval between p̂ and ~p not ontaining C2 (entered asein Figure 9). Sine C3 is a possible answer to p̂, we have p̂ 2 [C3; C2℄even and heneA(C2)nA(C1) � [C3; C2℄odd. More preisely,A(C2)nA(C1) � R([C3; C2℄odd) � R([C3; C3℄odd);whih means that C3 is a possible answer of Bob to all piees in A(C2)nA(C1). SineC2 is a best answer and C3 is a possible answer, kR([C2; C2℄odd)k 6 kR([C3; C3℄odd)k.But sine C2 2 Cbest, equality holds and C3 is in Cbest as well. So C3 is a best an-swer to every piee in A(C2)nA(C1) and additionally to p̂ =2 A(C1), ontraditingthe rule we followed hoosing C2.We onlude that C3 has to lie aording to the right ase in Figure 9.4 Proof of Claim.By the above laim C3 lies in [C2; C1℄even and sine p̂ 2 R([C3; C3℄odd) the ut C3splits [C1; C2℄even into two odd intervals, giving a partition into three odd intervals.The result is illustrated in Figure 10. Moreover every Ci is a best answer to a green
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[C2; C3℄oddFigure 10. A tripartition of a hard pizza into three odd intervals.piee in the odd interval opposite to it3. With Lemma 2.2 we onlude that eahof [C1; C2℄odd, [C1; C3℄odd, and [C2; C3℄odd has the heavy greens property. �3. Best Of Three { A 3=7-StrategyWith Theorem 2.5 we partition a hard pizza by three uts, eah a best answerto a single piee, into three odd intervals, eah having the heavy greens property.Based on this tripartition we will now derive a strategy for Alie whih guaranteesher at least 37 of any pizza.Let us introdue some abbreviating notation for the total sizes of red and greenpiees in eah of the three odd intervals. For i 2 f1; 2; 3g let Ri be the set of redpiees in the odd interval opposite to Ci and ri be their total size, e.g., r2 = kR2k =kR([C1; C3℄odd)k. Similarly let Gi be the set of green piees in the odd intervalopposite to Ci and gi be their total size, e.g., g1 = kG1k = kG([C2; C3℄odd)k.Suppose Alie plays an fB-strategy assoiated to some C 2 fC1; C2; C3g, thatis she starts with a piee p to whih C is a best answer and follows Bob after p iseaten. Doing so Alie gets at least kR([C;C℄odd)k whih an be expressed in termsof ri and gi as in Table 1.ut Alie's outome Bob's outomeC1 g1 + r2 + r3 r1 + g2 + g3C2 r1 + g2 + r3 g1 + r2 + g3C3 r1 + r2 + g3 g1 + g2 + r3Table 1. Alie's guaranteed outome ahieved by an fB-strategyassoiated to C 2 fC1; C2; C3g, respetively. And outomes ofBob's best reply, respetively.As C1 2 Cworst we have that Alie's outome w.r.t. C1 is at most her outome w.r.t.any fB-strategy. Similarly as C2 2 Cbest Alie's outome w.r.t. C2 is at least heroutome w.r.t. any fB-strategy. In partiular we get:(3) g1 + r2 + r3 6 r1 + r2 + g3 6 r1 + g2 + r33Here we use that [C2; C3℄odd is not just a single red piee, sine C2 and C3 are not neighboringby Lemma 2.4.



10 KOLJA KNAUER, PIOTR MICEK, AND TORSTEN UECKERDTRemark. Sine the pizza is hard, eah of Alie's outomes in Table 1 is less than12 . This implies gi > ri for i = 1; 2; 3, i.e., the green piees of every odd interval arelarger in size than the orresponding red piees, although they are less.Besides the three fB-strategies assoiated to C1, C2, and C3, we will now de�ne threefurther strategies for Alie, eah assoiated to an odd interval of the tripartition.Note that in eah of the fB-strategies Alie eats the green piees in one intervaland the red piees in two intervals. The bad ase for these outomes is when thewhole pizza lies in the green piees (this happens in Figures 3 and 4). To improveAlie's guaranteed outome in general we must provide a way to eat more of thegreen piees. To do so, for i = 1; 2; 3 let pi 2 Gi be a middle piee of Gi, that issumming up the sizes of all green piees from pi (inluded) along eah diretionuntil hitting a ut in fC1; C2; C3g yields at least gi2 .For i 2 f1; 2; 3g the i-th modi�ed-follow-Bob-strategy denoted as mfBi is de�nedas follows:(i) Alie starts with eating pi 2 Gi.(ii) As long as Bob's moves reveal piees in Gi Alie piks them, i.e., followsBob.(iii) At the moment Bob's move reveals the �rst red piee from another of thethree odd intervals, Alie makes a single move that does not follow Bob.This means she piks a piee from Ri.(iv) Alie follows Bob from then on.A modi�ed fB-strategy ontains exatly one move of Alie in whih she does notfollow Bob. After this partiular move some odd interval [C;Cj ℄odd � [Ci; Cj ℄oddwith Ci 6= Cj 2 fC1; C2; C3g is eaten. So, Alie follows Bob after [C;Cj ℄odd is eaten.Lemma 3.1. Let Ci; Cj be two distint uts hosen from fC1; C2; C3g and onsiderC suh that [C;Cj ℄odd � [Ci; Cj ℄odd. Then either Ci or Cj is a best answer to[C;Cj ℄odd.Proof. Suppose ~C =2 fCi; Cjg is a best answer to [C;Cj ℄odd. Sine [ ~C;Cj ℄even �[C;Cj ℄even we have [ ~C;Ci℄even � [C;Cj ℄even as well4. Hene either [ ~C;Ci℄even or[ ~C;Cj ℄even is ompletely ontained in an interval of the tripartition (see Figure 11for illustration of the three possibilities).By Theorem 2.3 every interval of the tripartion has the heavy greens property,thus for k = i or k = j we have(4) kG([Ck; ~C℄even)k > kR([Ck; ~C℄even)k:On the other hand ~C is a best answer and therefore by Lemma 2.2 we havekG([ ~C;Ck℄even)k > kR([ ~C;Ck℄even)k;whih is the same as kR([Ck; ~C℄even)k > kG([Ck ; ~C℄even)k. Thus equality holds in (4)and therefore kR([ ~C;C℄even) [ R([ ~C;Cj ℄even)k = kR([Ck; C℄even) [ R([Ck; Cj ℄even)k.This means that Ck 2 fCi; Cjg is a best answer to [C;Cj ℄odd, too. �In an mfB-strategy Alie follows Bob after some [C;Cj ℄odd � [Ci; Cj ℄odd is eaten.Sine by Lemma 3.1 either Ci or Cj is a best answer to any [C;Cj ℄odd � [Ci; Cj ℄odd,in a worst ase Alie gets either ri + gj or gi + rj outside of [Ci; Cj ℄odd. Theinequalities (3) imply whih possibility has the smaller size and an therefore beassumed to Alie. Together with the de�nition of the middle piee pi we then obtainthe following guaranteed outomes for mfB-strategies:4In partiular ~C does not equal the third ut in fC1; C2; C3g.
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[Ci; ~C℄even
[C;Cj ℄oddFigure 11. Three ases of the position of ~C in the proof ofLemma 3.1 and the orresponding even interval [Ck ; ~C℄even withk 2 fi; jg. mfB-strategy Alie's outomemfB1 g12 + g2 + r3mfB2 g1 + g22 + r3mfB3 g1 + r2 + g32Table 2. Alie's guaranteed outomes of the three mfB-strategies.We have devised, in all, six strategies for Alie: three pure fB-strategies assoi-ated to the uts C1, C2, and C3 respetively, and three mfB-strategies mfB1, mfB2,and mfB3 whose outomes are bounded from below by Table 2.Next we show that the best out of these strategies for Alie ensures her at least37 of the pizza. This an be done by an easy averaging argument.Theorem 3.2. Alie an eat at least 37 of any given pizza.Proof. Consider the following strategies for Alie:(i) The fB-strategy assoiated to C2, whih yields at least r1 + g2 + r3 (.f.Table 1);(ii) The mfB-strategy mfB1, whih yields at least g12 + r2 + g3 (.f. Table 2);(iii) The mfB-strategy mfB3, whih yields at least g1 + r2 + g32 (.f. Table 2).Summing up the guaranteed outomes of mfB1, mfB3, and 32 times the guaran-teed outome of the fB-strategy assoiated to the ut C2, we get32(r1 + g1 + r2 + g2 + r3 + g3) + 12r2 = 32 + 12r2:Hene the sum of three and a half of Alie's outomes is at least 32 times thetotal size of the pizza. Thus, one of the three strategies has to give Alie at leastthe average value 32= 72 = 37 . �Remark. Restriting Alie to the six above strategies the ratio 37 is tight. Indeed,there is a pizza of whih, playing these strategies, Alie eats at most 37 . Consider:g1 = g2 = g3 = 2, r1 = 1, and r2 = r3 = 0.



12 KOLJA KNAUER, PIOTR MICEK, AND TORSTEN UECKERDT4. Best Of Four { A 4=9-StrategyAn mfB-strategy as de�ned in Setion 3 is omposed of a speial treatment of oneodd interval in the tripartition and following Bob when a ertain interval is eaten.In this setion we will design strategies for Alie that are partiularly devoted to[C2; C3℄odd, that is the odd interval in the tripartition that is opposite to C1 2 Cworst.In order to fous on the essential things, we onsider [C2; C3℄odd as a self-ontainedpizza that arises by utting o� the other two intervals and glueing together thebordering uts C2 and C3. The resulting pizza we all the partial pizza and theglued ut we denote by C2;3.Reall that for a pizza with an odd number of piees the set Cworst onsists ofthose uts C that minimize kR([C;C℄odd)k and hene that are a best answer toevery single piee in R([C;C℄odd). From Lemma 2.2 then follows that C is in Cworstif and only if [C;C℄odd has the heavy greens property. Sine [C2; C3℄odd has theheavy greens property (Theorem 2.3) we get that the glued ut C2;3 of the partialpizza is in Cworst.Lemma 4.1. Consider a pizza with an odd number of piees (not neessarily ahard pizza) and an intermediate point in the game at whih [C;C 0℄even is eaten forsome C 2 Cworst. Let p and p0 be the piees that are not in [C;C 0℄even but adjaentto C and C 0, respetively (see Figure 12). Then� piking p0 and following Bob afterwardsguarantees Alie at least as muh as� piking p and then playing the best she an.
PSfrag replaements

C 2 CworstC 0 pp0 [C;C 0℄even
[C;C 0℄oddFigure 12. The situation in Lemma 4.1 and a worst ase for the�rst variant: Alie gets the red piees R([C;C 0℄odd) and Bob getsthe green piees G([C;C 0℄odd).Proof. Consider the �rst variant in whih Alie piks p0 and follows Bob afterwards.Sine C 2 Cworst and therefore [C;C℄odd has the heavy greens property, we get withLemma 2.2 that C is a best answer to [C;C 0℄even[fp0g. Hene in a worst ase of the�rst variant Alie gets R([C;C 0℄odd) and Bob gets G([C;C 0℄odd), whih is depitedin Figure 12.Now, the ruial point is that the same distribution an be fored by Bob ifAlie plays the seond variant, i.e., she piks p. To do that, Bob simply followsAlie until all the pizza is eaten.Therefore by playing the �rst variant, Alie's guaranteed outome annot beworse. �



HOW TO EAT 4=9 OF A PIZZA 13Lemma 4.1 enables us to plug valuable strategies for the partial pizza into thestrategy for the whole pizza without loosing the guaranteed outome for Alie. Wesay that a strategy for the partial pizza is good if at the time C2;3 is revealed thisstrategy already tells Alie to follow Bob until the end of the game. Now, a goodstrategy is said to be plugged into the whole pizza if:(i) Alie starts in [C2; C3℄odd as if it were just the partial pizza and she pursuesthe good strategy there.(ii) As long as none of C2 and C3 is revealed, Alie ats aording to the goodstrategy.(iii) In ase Bob reveals C2 or C3 (whih orresponds to C2;3 in the partialpizza), Alie plays the �rst variant from Lemma 4.1 instead of the seondone.(iv) Whenever Bob piks a piee outside of [C2; C3℄odd, Alie follows Bob.Lemma 4.2. A good strategy that is plugged into the whole pizza ensures Alieat least the guaranteed outome of the good strategy within the partial pizza plusr2 + g3.Proof. As the strategy for the partial pizza is good, Lemma 4.1 ensures that inside[C2; C3℄odd Alie gets at least her guaranteed outome of this strategy for the partialpizza.Alie's outome outside of [C2; C3℄odd an be bounded with Lemma 3.1. There-fore note that Alie follows Bob after some [C;C2℄odd � [C2; C3℄odd or [C;C3℄odd �[C2; C3℄odd is eaten. By Lemma 3.1 a best answer is given by either C2 or C3.Thus in a worst ase Alie gets either r2 + g3 or g2 + r3 outside of [C2; C3℄odd. Theinequalities (3) give r2 + g3 6 g2 + r3 and hene Alie gets at least r2 + g3 outsideof [C2; C3℄odd. �We onlude with our �nal theorem.Theorem 4.3. Alie an eat at least 49 of any given pizza.Proof. Considering the partial pizza, we distinguish two ases.Case 1. The partial pizza is easy.By de�nition there is an fB-strategy for the partial pizza ensuring Alie at leasthalf of its size. Clearly, every fB-strategy is good and hene an be plugged intothe whole pizza. Consider the following three Alie's strategies for the whole pizza:(i) The fB-strategy assoiated to C2, whih yields at least r1 + g2 + r3 (.f.Table 1);(ii) The mfB-strategy mfB2, whih yields at least g1 + g22 + r3 (.f. Table 2);(iii) The fB-strategy plugged into the whole pizza, whih yields at least g1+r12 +r2 + g3 (.f. Lemma 4.2).The laimed 49 of the whole pizza an be proven by alulating an appropriateaverage out of these strategies: Summing up the guaranteed outome of 32 timesthe pure fB, 2 times the fB-strategy plugged into the whole pizza and one outomeof mfB2 yields32(r1+g2+r3)+2(g1+ g22 +r3)+(g1 + r12 +r2+g3) > 2(r1+g1+r2+g2+r3+g3) = 2:At least one of the three strategies has to ensure Alie the average value 2= 92 = 49 .Case 2. The partial pizza is hard.By Theorem 2.5 the partial pizza an be tripartitioned by the ut C 01 := C2;3 2Cworst and two further best answers C 02 and C 03 into three disjoint odd intervals eahhaving the heavy greens property. The result is illustrated in Figure 13. We use



14 KOLJA KNAUER, PIOTR MICEK, AND TORSTEN UECKERDTthe natural abbreviating notation for the total sizes of red and green piees in thethree intervals, e.g., r01 = kR([C 02; C 03℄odd)k and g02 = kG([C 01; C 03℄odd)k.PSfrag replaements C1
C2(= C 01) C3(= C 01)C 02C 03 [C 02; C 03℄odd [C 01; C 02℄odd[C 01; C 03℄odd

[C1; C2℄odd [C1; C3℄odd
Figure 13. The tripartition of the partial pizza inorporated intothe whole pizza yields a partition into �ve odd intervals eah havingthe heavy greens property. The anonial olorings of the �ve oddintervals are illustrated.It is easy to see that the fB-strategy for the partial pizza that is assoiated toC 02 as well as the mfB-strategy mfB1 for the partial pizza are good and thus anbe plugged into the whole pizza. We propose four strategies for Alie for the wholepizza:(i) The fB-strategy assoiated to C2, whih yields at least r1 + g2 + r3 (.f.Table 1);(ii) The mfB-strategy mfB2, whih yields at least g1 + g22 + r3 (.f. Table 2);(iii) The fB-strategy assoiated to C 02 plugged into the whole pizza, whih yieldsat least r01 + g02 + r03 + r2 + g3 (.f. Table 1 and Lemma 4.2);(iv) The strategy mfB1 for the partial pizza plugged into the whole pizza, whihyields at least g012 + g02 + r03 + r2 + g3 (.f. Table 2 and Lemma 4.2).Summing up the guaranteed outomes of 32 times the �rst and one the seond,the third and the fourth strategy yields32(r1 + g2+ r3)+ (g1+ g22 + r3) + (r01+ g02+ r03+ r2+ g3) + (g012 + g02+ r03+ r2+ g3):With r1 = g01 + r2 + r3 and g1 = r01 + g2 + g3 it follows that the above sum is atleast twie the size of the whole pizza. Sine we summed up the outome of 9=2strategies, their average value is 2= 92 = 49 . �Final remarks. If the piees of the pizza are restrited to be of non-zero minimalsize, then Alie an get beyond 49 in any pizza. For this onsider the pizza thatarises from the given one by shortening every piee by the minimal size of a piee.Afterwards apply our strategy yielding 49 of the smaller pizza. Sine Alie eats atleast half of the piees, she de�nitely eats at least half of the total size that wasremoved before. Summed up this is stritly more than 49 of the original pizza.Suppose the pizza is allowed to have piees of negative size, but the total size ofthe pizza is positive. Can an outome for Alie be guaranteed?A di�erent way of generalizing the problem is to eat other graphs than yles.One an then ask the eaten or the uneaten part of the graph to remain onneted



HOW TO EAT 4=9 OF A PIZZA 15along the ourse of the game. This question is the topi of [2℄ and [3℄.Aknowledgments. We are indebted to Stefan Felsner, Kamil Kloh and Grze-gorz Mateki for many fruitful disussions. Speial thanks go to Peter Winkler forstating this athing problem, for being the �rst reader of the paper and pointingout the extremality of the examples. Thanks to Aaron Dall for his help with theexposition and to Jenny Lettow for designing Figure 1.Referenes[1℄ Josef Cibulka, Jan Kyn�l, Viola M�esz�aros, Rudolf Stola�r, and Pavel Valtr. Solution of Peter'sWinkler pizza problem. In Fete of Combinatoris and Computer Siene, volume 20 of BolyaiSoiety Mathematial Studies, pages 63{93. Springer, 2010.[2℄ Piotr Miek and Bartosz Walzak. A graph-grabbing game. to appear in Combinatoris, Prob-ability and Computing.[3℄ Piotr Miek and Bartosz Walzak. Parity in graph sharing games. submitted.[4℄ Peter M. Winkler. problem posed at Building Bridges, a onferene in honour of 60th birthdayof L�aszl�o Lov�asz, Budapest, 2008.


